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One Outsider Remains • 1n Dean Search 
By Julie Beck 
RG News Writer 
The search for a new Dean con-
tinues with one less candidate as 
Berkeley professor Roben Post re-
centJy withdrew his name from con-
sideration. His withdrawal leaves 
Samuel Issacharoff of Texas as the 
only outsider candidate, said Dean 
Search Advisory Commiuee Chair-
person Ted St Antoine. 
A Faculty Vote Expected by March 
than their current position, said Roopal 
Shah, 2L, a student member of the 
Commiuee. 
"I would hope we can take a 
final vote of the faculty soon and by 
 late February or early March, [then) 
present our list to the central admini-
stration," St. Antoine said. 
As previously reported in the 
RG (Jan. 24) Provost Gilbert 
Whitaker receives the Commiuee's 
list of no fewer than three recom-
mended candidates, and then, Uni-
versity President James Duderstadt 
passes his recommendation along to 
the Board of Regents, which is re-
sponsible for the final decision. 
The bulk of the Committee's 
work is completed, particularly with 
respect to evaluating outside candi-
dates. Essentially all that remains is a 
faculty vote and a submission of 
names to the central administration. 
The Commiuec declined to name the 
insiders under consideration, but St. 
Antoine said, "We have some very 
good instde people." 
As to outsiders, St. Antoine said, 
"We have made a very thorough 
search outside. There are relatively 
few people who we feel arc good 
enough for the position and who are 
also interested. That gets you down 
to a very narrow band of people:· 
In recent days that "narrow band" 
of people has narrowed from three 
candidates to one. Issacharoff is the 
sole outsider under consideration 
after the two other candidates with-
drew their names from the running. 
He has taught courses in employ-
ment law, as well as civil procedure, 
voting rights, and legislative reap-
portionment law at Texas and was a 
lecturer at University of Pennsylva-
nia Law School. He has practiced as 
a union-side labor lawyer in Wash-
ington, D. C. and Philadelphia. 
AdditionaUy, he was a staff attorney 
for the Voting Rights Project for 
three years in Washington, D. C. 
A recurrent problem that out-
side candidates face is securing em-
ployment for their spouse in the Ann 
Arbor area that is equal to or better 
And it is a problem Issacharoff 
faces. 
Issacharofrs wife, Cynthia Es-
tlund, is a professor of labor and 
employment law at the University of 
Texas. She also teaches a first-year 
property course. Est lund made a pres-
entation to the faculty last week re-
garding her experience and back-
ground. The Commiuee declined to 
comment on what role she plays in 
Issacharofrs candidacy, but St An-
toine did say that "she is a well-re-
spected teacher and scholar." 
 ~':u'::.~~;:N~~0?9~-Camp~!".!,w~~:b:~.~:ws for lL's Low 
RG Staff Writers The nineteen employers sched- Programs Direc10r Lisa D 'Aunno 
Summer employment prospects uledtovisitinFebruaryincludefirms insists it is "not too late" 10 get a 
for first-year students may have from California, Washington, D.C., public interest job for this summer. 
improved slightly from the last two Chicago, Boston , Michigan, and Although someofthemorecompeti-
years, although the number of fi rms Ohio. Also scheduled arc visits from tive public interest positions post 
visitingcampus to interview 1 Ls pales the Air Force and Army Judge Advo- deadlines for summer applicants, 
in comparison to finns that visited in catc Generals. most of these deadlines have not yet 
the late '80s. Krieger stresses that it is not too passed and many public interest jobs 
Nineteen employers arc sched- late 10 start the summer employment have no application cut-off dates. 
uled toconducton-campus interviews search. The Placement Office con- Therefore, first years who have just 
this month. At this time last winter, tinucs to receive calls for first-years begun looking for a public interest 
eighteen employers were scheduled up to the day students leave campus jobs need not worry: relevant, re-
to visit ll1e law school. And only in mid-May, she said, and some warding jobs are still available. 
founeen employers scheduled visits smaller firms do not arrange their LittJe data is currently available 
in 1992. Ultimately, 23 finns visited summer programs until later in the on the number of !Ls who have al-
the school to interview lLs in 1993, spring. ready secured summer public inter-
and only nineteen in 1992. Other first-year students have est positions. The Office of Public 
Despite the slight nse of the past crossed the hall and conducted their Interest Programs has not yet con-
two winters, first-year students do job search in Room 217, the Office of ducted a survey of job recipients, but 
not have nearly the opportunities Public Interest Programs. On an hopes to do so within the next few 
given toILs in the late '80s and early average day, up to ten ILs meet with weeks. 
'90s. In February of 1989, for ex- office's advisors for individualized Aninformalsurveyrevcaled that 
ample, 69 employers came to Michi- help in finding summer public inter- generally, first-years have had good 
gan looking for first-years to fill their est work. Many more stop to pick up luck finding public interest work. 
summer programs. In 1990,53 firms information on specific programs or Several students received job offers 
visited the school, and 42 conducted to browse through the office's ex ten- based entirely on their cover lcuer 
interviews in 1991. sivc library, which includes listings, and resume. Others have obtained 
"Since the recession of 1990, conveniently color coded by cate- jobs working for public defenders, 
summer programs at the big firms gory, of public interest and govern- special interest groups, government 
have largely disappeared. After '91, mentjobs. agencies, and prosecutors' offices 
programs became quite a bit smaller, Even students who have used after participating ina telephone inter-
leaving no need to think about first- the most advanced delay tactics in view. On the other end of the spec-
years," said Placement Director their hunt for summer employment trum, one first-year, applying for an 
Nancy Krieger. Krieger said while may not have to resign themselves to unpaid summer internship in New 
interest in hiring ILs seems to be anon-legalsummerjob.Publicinter- YorkCity,was toldthathewouldnot 
building gradually, "We 'II probably est opportunities traditionally have a be considered for the job unless he 
never sec it look like it did from '88 later time table for applications than flew himself to an informal inter-
Job Search Provides 
! . : ·): . .. . . • .. 
Humorous Anecdotes 
-;:.;:·: •. 
!: ;: : :::·,:::::::\:), . :. 
·By Susie Hassan and 
• Mindy Nye 
': RG Staff Writers : . 
;:)::;)': You may ha~lnoliccd ruiodd, · 
: petplexed look on the face of a'f·trSt-
ycarstudent returning form the mail-
'· boX lately. Could. It be a Valent inc . 
;· from ~n eslianged lover? More 
· likely, the anxious lL is reacting to 
L~ letter.,, rejecting· h.e,r fo r summer 
1 employment at a la\v ftnn. ·. 
' As responses trickle in from 
; this winter's ftrSt-year mass mail-
i. ings, many 1Ls would rather.hear 
; from the former lover who ran off 
with their roommate and their 
, Americ;tn Express card than from 
: the Grrris to which they have writ-
. ten. 
It seems the roaring '80s are 
I definitely over. 
! : A random sample of frrst-ycar 
!srudcnts(twclve slUdems, at Jeast 
~~· . ~ . ;. 
view at his expense. 
Many students who have re-
ceived job offers have not yet ac-
cepted them, holding out for more 
lucrative fiiT!l jobs or public interest 
work that beucr suits their interests. 
one from each section) revealed a l 
harsh statistic: on average, the ratio 1 
of letters to job offerS is 135: I, and if i 
the student who sent out twelve let-·! 
ters and received five offets is ex- j 
eluded, the ratio soars to 358: l. l 
· . Several prst-ycars· .Ol\VC had ! 
their egos scarred by rejcc~on let- I 
ters. As if seas of form 1eners arc not l 
.enough, some I Ls have . been re- ., 
bukcifin particularly original ways. 
A New York fum gently sug- l 
gested to Michelle Bowe that per- j 
haps. she should look f?£ :.yolj( in the j 
pubhc sector. l 
A rum told Bobby Sepucha it I 
was hiring bu~ '.'unfortunately has i 
nothing for sowe in your area of ll 
expenisc." 1 
TracyToshreceivedarejcction j 
letter which included her own res- j 
umeand informed her that the fum l 
; 
See A~ECDOTES, page 41 
D'Aunnoemphasizes lhat"flfSt year 
is the time to dream." Students should 
"pick out something they reaUy want 
to do, focus on the organizations that 
do those things, and go after them," 
she said. 
'The R.,. C.,.tae- February 7, 1994 - page 2 
Commentary: 
Clinton Reinvents the Government 
By Richard Golden 
RG Co-Executive Editor 
Well, lhe President who promised to "reinvent" govern-
ment continues to tread lhe well-worn paths of political and 
legal SlaSis. I'm speaking of President Clinton • s nomination of 
Deval Patrick, a Boston attorney, to head the Justice 
Dcparuncnt's Civil Rights Division. We are all well aware of 
what happened to his first choice fonhc post, Lani Guinier. His 
second choice, John Payton, was never even formally nomi-
nated. By contrast, this latest choice apparently will elicit no 
more than token opposition, and has support from the tradi-
tional civil rights establishmcnL Herein lies the problem. 
A prominent feature of Mr. Patrick's resume is his long-
time association wilh the NAACP Legal Defense and Educa-
tion Fund, the focal point of the civil rights "establishment'' and 
its outmoded thinking. Moreover, this organization is the 
former haunting groundofMs. Guinier, andourown Ted Shaw. 
who is currently on leave while working at - you guessed it, 
the NAACP/LDEF. 
The central focus of this group and others I ike it is to try and 
solve African-Americans' problems by running off to courts 
and legislatures. This strategy certainly has its virtues, as it was 
spearheaded by Thurgood Marshall in the 1940's and blacks 
have made a measured number of gains because of it. 
But for how long must blacks seek the idealized notions of 
integration at lhe expense of self-determination. There is a 
great chasm in the black community as younger and more 
innovative thinkers challenge the traditional approaches. It is 
far to easy and simplistic to label those who raise lhese ques-
tions as self-haters or handmaidens of whites. 
People who take lhe old civil rights approach may look at 
a problem lhis way: Black voter turnout in a given district is 
very low. On one hand, you can go to court and seck a 
judicially-imposed, convoiULed redistricting scheme. That's 
lhc approach usually taken. Well. how about a simple alterna-
tive- educate and mobilize the actual voters in lhe district to 
give lhem incentives to vote. Make lhem aware that lhcy can 
take contrOl of lheir own situations rather than relying on 
sympathetic judges in federal court. Instead of worrying about 
integrated schools, why not expand the option of starting our 
own schools, where we can make sure our children are taught 
lhe values we feel are essential. In lhts vein, Malcom X had a 
saying I paraphrase: instead of begging to be let into the white 
man's house, why not build your own? 
The time has come for new thinking in the area of civil 
rights, and I suspect that some of the establishment members 
know it. Two years ago the Detroit News conducted a compre-
hensive survey revealing lhat many Blacks felt that the mainline 
civil rights organizations were out of touch with the modern 
realities facing lhem. The defensive and almost hostile reaction 
to the survey by some of the civil rights leaders could lead one 
to the conclusion that these groups may indeed fear their own 
irrelevancy. 
I do not question Mr. Patrick's ability or integrity, as they 
appear to be immense. However, I do question his commitment 
to self-determination. Unfortunately, he may be just another 
member of the establishment who is out of touch with the needs 
and desires of the masses. Doesn't the reinvention of govern-
ment require new thinking? 
••• 
In its discussion of a proposal for a "Neoclasscial" curricu-
lum (see story below) lhe Law School Student Senate questions 
lhc efficacy of having a section largely inclined toward one par-
ticular aspect of the profession. Would the Senate raise this same 
question if, instead of business transactions, the featured aspect 
happened to be "public interest" law, the politically correct 
choice du jour? Someone surprise me and say it ain't so. 
••• 
I had the pleasure of attending one of those Dean Search 
meetings in which a candidate for Dean comes to the Law School 
and talks with real live students. These meetings were advertised 
and any student was welcome. Unfortunately, we did not get a 
good cross-section of student opinion. It seems that 90% of lhe 
attendees had an agenda or a particular axe to grind, be it faculty 
hiring of women and minorities, or increased funding for public 
interest programs. (I would have the same concerns about 
students who repeatedly demanded, say, a law and economics 
curriculum wilhout any regard for olher issues.) The question-
ing was heavily centered on such issues to a virtual exclusion of 
such "mundane" matters like raising money, continuing to 
upgrade lhe computer facilities, making sure there arc enough 
classes and people to teach them and expanding overall place-
Profs Make Curriculum Proposal 
To the Students of Michigan Law: 
In a few weeks, the law school faculty will consider adding 
a new First-year section to Michigan Law. Entitled the "Neo-
classical Section, the proposal seeks to innovate lhe conven-
tional First-year experience by focusing in large part on com-
mercial transactions. If the proposal is successful,lheNeoclas-
sical Section could be in place as early as next fall. Aside from 
the program • s sponsors, Professors 1 J. White and KentS yverud, 
numerous members of the law school faculty have endorsed lhe 
proposal and have already agreed to participate in lhe program. 
They include: Associate Dean Cooper ~d Pro(essors Frier, 
Katz, Kauper, Pooley, SL Anto.ine.<fnd-5>:hl}eider. ' ~ · , 
The Curriculum Committee is currently in lhe pros:ess of 
evaluating lhe Neoclassical Sej::tion. proJJGsaL. Given tJle sig-
nificant impact such a rcfoon would hold _to .both prospective 
and current students, student-wide consideration of th.e issue 
will prove highly beneficial to 'the faculty's assessment. This · 
letter highlights the principal elements of the proposal. and 
comments on some uncertainties from a student's perspectives. 
The content of the Neoclassical Section courses varies 
dramatically from thecurrentFirst-yearcurriculum, despite lhe 
likeness in names. A detailed course description is avai lable for 
student review in lhe Law School Student Senate office. 






Tons and Crimes 
~iminal and Civil Procedure 
1 1CaseCjub_ 
Winter Term 
Advanced Contract Questions and 
Contracts for the International Sale 
of Goods ("CISG") 
Commercial Real Estate Transactions 
Insurance and P}'oduct Liability 
. .. Criminal ~d Civil Procedure 
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The advantages the Neoclassical Section might hold both in 
attracting students to Michigan Law and in preparing current 
students for positions in the private sector are substantial. 
Nevertheless. there are some aspects of the section which have 
yet to be resolved, including: 
I. How should students be selected? Of particular concern 
is whether the system should be one of student preference, 
assignment by lhe Dean, or a combination of both. Of course, 
there also remains the problem of allowing students who are 
See PROPOSAL, page 3 
ment opportunities. 
These arc certainly legitimate concerns that need to be 
raised. However, is it good when we take such a narrow view 
of who is and is not a good candidate? There arc a broad ranae 
0 
of issues that a Dean must concern himself with, and candidates 
should not feel that in order to get the job they must have an 
agenda. There is a fine line between a vision and a crusade. 
Let's hope the ultimate winner of this sweepstakes stays on the
side of the former. We cannot blame the Dean Search Advisory 
Committee for the dearth of opinion. They held a meeting and 
students simply chose not to aucnd. But I wonder, is there a
student out there whose only critenon for a Dean is someone 
who would raise money, bring in new faculty, ensure a strong 
curriculum and simply "stay the course" set out by his predeces-
sor? That's probably wishful thinking because it is a lot more 
fun to try and change the world. 
••• 
To show that lhe RG is not totally negative, I do want to
applaud the organizers of the Black History Month events for 
bringing Professor Derrick Bell of NYU Law School (nee 
Harvard) to campus. Bell is a very powcrfuf thinker in the field
of critical race theory, and his insights were well appreciated.
The large number of law students who attended lhe speech was 
highly encouraging. 
••• 
Since it is almost certain her skating and endorsement 
career will be ruined, maybe Tonya Harding should consider 
law school. Of course that would be after she finished high 
school and college. 
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Condemn Anti-Semitism; Respect Free Speech 
By Robert Harris 
Adjunct Professor of Law 
Editor's Note: This leuer was originally 
composed as an "Open Leuer to Brandeis 
Swdents." 
The denial Lhat lhe Holocaust occurred, 
and the idea !hat Jews "deserved" it arc rwo 
ideas that are monsuous in their falsity, their 
anti-Semitism, and their frightening invitation 
to a repetition of the Holocaust. But the re-
sponse to !hose who utter !he thought one hates 
-even these most awful thoughtS- is to prove 
lhc falsity and evil of the thought to the world 
of listeners. To uy to muale lhe speaker, 
rather than rebutting lhe speech, leaves the lie 
circulating, perhaps underground. It opens the 
way to muzzle more and more speech, includ-
ing the ideas we most chensh, as Jews, as 
Americans, as decent people. It ends all hope 
of a civil society, for now all the warring 
i<l"'iogues must fight to the death to gain and 
hold the censor's post: tolerance by all of all no 
longer is a viable opuon. 
If censorship of hated and dangerous po-
litieal ideas lacks social util ity, there is even 
less social utility in boycotting speaker #2, 
because he has ref used to condemn speaker# I. 
This compounds censorship, since speaker #2 
may have something valuable to say, that the 
listeners now will never hear. It is the worse to 
impose such censorship and boycott at the 
public forum of a university- where all 1deas 
arc supposed to beallowed,so the scholars and 
studentS can sift the good from the bad, using 
their own best, sincere lightS. Who is to judge 
a priori what idea is to be allowed inspection? 
F arrakahn is an anti -Scm i tc. a demagogue, 
and an opportunist, exploiting bias. But he 
also has many ideas on other subjectS that may 
be worthy of heeding. Even when he uucrs the 
ideas I personally condemn, h1s speaking of 
these ideas can be used to open decent dia-
logue between those whom he would incite to 
prejudice and those whom he would have them 
hate. And that dialogue, well done, can heal, 
rather than fan, some of the wild feelings in the 
hcans of us all - preJudice against Afncan-
Americans, J cws. Caucasians and other·. 
Brandeis studentS, like ~II Americans, harbor 
such feelings. Hearing Farrakahn and d1scuss-
OJIIIF 
J.~'~ Summer Living 
~: ·. in 
.•. · 
New York City 
Live in the heart of historic 
Greenwich Village this summer. 
+ Central location in NYC's most charming neighborhood 
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air-conditioned, 24·hour security buildings 
+ Excellent living facilities for individuals and families 
+ Eligibility to buy a pass to use NYU's sports and fimess 
center; free, noncredit weekly evening lecture series 
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One-Week Minimum Stay 
•••• 
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L---------------------------------------~ 
ing his words in adecentspiritcan be the vehicle 
to draw students of different backgrounds to-
gether. Do students really understand why his 
words produce such different reactions in the 
average African-American student and in !he 
average Jewish student? Do studentS care to 
know? Can we heal our divisions without 
knowing? 
Apart from all this, it seems wild for Cau-
casians- Jew or Gentile -to tell African-Ameri-
cans how to celebrate Black History. Is no 
cthnicity or nationality or gender or sexual 
preference or political or reform group to be free 
to make its own ideology and mylhs, through 
the interpretation of its own history? Except as 
it is significantly tactful to say nothing that ever 
offends any group of folks outSide the group 
exploring itS own history? If we all arc so 
fragile that we can't be.ar to have our neighbor 
hear the idea we hate, we are too fragile for a 
democracy of very different values and uadi-
tions. You cannot have tame democracy: it is 
rough stuff m some ways. 
I fear that whites, particularly Jews, may be 
too fast to assume that all African-Americans 
who see some good in Farrakahn agree with his 
prejudices. In my experience, he often is 
admired, despite his prejudices. by some Afri-
can-Americans. 
I realize that the particular hated ideas -
denial of Holocaust, deserving Holocaust- are 
so awful to Jews that in many lands there is an 
express constitutional exception • to allow cen-
sorship of these particular dangerous ideas. 
Hence people can argue for making '·just this 
one exception" to a campus ami-censorship 
policy. I feel the suong tug of that argument. I 
am a 63 year old, practicing Jew; I lost all my 
European relatives (in Poland and Lithuania). 
Still, on balance, I believe that the long-term 
welfare of America and the human spirit lies 
with tolerance of the discussion of all ideas, 
even this one. Lance the boil; don't pretend it 
isn't there. 
I regret that the effortS or the Jews who 
wished to impose censorship at a great univer-
sity not only threatened free inquiry. but exac-
erbated Jew/Gentile and Black)Caucasian divi-
sions. We don't need exacerbation of these 
cleavages; we need mutual understanding and 
affection. I am sure the Jews v. ho would 
exclude Farrakahn acted from noble motives. 
seeking to prevent any repetition of the Holo-
caust, and learning !he lesson of being too 
passive in the faceofpoliuciansspreading anti-
Semitism. But, I respectfully submit, Far-
rakahn should be debated, not excluded. Tol-
erance is the lesser of evils in this hard situ-
ation. 
P R 0 P 0 SAL, continued jro1n page 2 
completely dissatisfied with the curriculum lhc 
option of "exiting" the section in favor of an-
other. Clearly, the prospect of a mass exodus 
would have serious implications for all of !he 
First-year class. Then again, the alternative- of 
failing to have an "opt-out" mechanism - also 
appears wholly unacceptable. 
2. How would the Neoclassical Section 
studentS elect upper-level courses which share 
similar material? For example, the proposed 
property course devotes an appreciable amount 
of time to environmental issues. Would stu-
dentS be precluded from Environmental Law? 
Similar problems exist for Insurance Law, 
ProductS Liability, Criminal Procedure, Juris-
diction and Commercial Transactions. 
3. What would be the impact on the New 
Section? Considering the chronic shortage of 
professor, would enlisting faculty members to 
the Neoclassical Section leave the New Section 
"prof essorless"? Would the resources allocated 
fac ulty and students, a short survey will be 
distributed to the entire First-year class and 
Professor Seligman 's Enterprise Organization 
and Securities Regulation classes. The reasons 
for the selective survey are twofold. First, 
having most recently completed the admis-
sions process, First-years should be the most 
accurate in gauging the ani tudes of prospective 
applicants to Michigan Law. Second, those 
studentS in Professor Seligman 'sclassesshould 
provide suong evidence of the preferences of 
potentially corporate-bound lawyers. 
We ask that you take the time to answer 
Lhis brief questionnaire, and voice any com-
ments you have about the Neoclassical Section. 
Of course, all students arc strongly encouraged 
to discuss the proposal with faculty members. 
Only through this dialogue will the faculty vote 
be an accurate reflection of the opinions at 
Michigan Law School. 
to the Neoclassical Section divert those which Todd Robichaud 
would otherwise be designated for the New 
Section? Would the New Section cease to exist 
if the Neoclassical program proves popular? 
4. Finally, we question the desirability of a 
First-year curriculum largely inclined toward 
one particular aspect of the profession. 
The concerns raised above are, admittedly, 
mostly a matter of logistics. Yet, such details 
must be addressed before implementing the 
Neoclassical Section. We applaud the call for 
curricular innovation. Professors White and 
Syverud'sability toarouseconsiderahle faculty 
interest is a tribute to their tenacity and genuine 
desire to improve Michigan Law School. This 
feat alone is extraordinary, and deserves our 
sincerest appreciation. 
To further the communication between 
Student Chair, The Curriculum Committee 
Allison Lowery 
LSSS Liaison to Curriculum Committee 
Note: The authors sought a response from 
Prof Syverud and White , but at presstime, 




that all unsolicited manu· 
scrJpts be placed on a 3.5 
l'tlaclntosh disk 
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Students Question Course Offerings 
By Matthew N. Latimer 
RG StaiT Writer 
Law Students beware. For the day is 
coming where you will be back among the 
masses-even worse, you'll bC their attorney. 
Are you ready for the job? Has Michigan 
prepared you as best it can for the challenges 
inherent in the world of the suers and the sued? 
A surprising number of law students have 
answered no to these questions. 
While by no means a formal poll, every 
one of the students this reporter spoke to about 
Michigan's curriculum felt that law school 
courses focus too much on the theoretical and 
too little on the ' fundamentals! good attorneys 
need to know in order to best serve their clients. 
What good is a seminar that explores, say, the 
history of Venetian legal theory, when banking 
courses and real estate practice clinics, for 
example, arc perennially absent from the cur-
riculum? 
"Therearenotenoughclinics,"maintained 
Greg Teufel, 3L. "I'd like 10 see more classes 
in areas in which people arc actually going to 
practice." 
"Too many seminars are offered that relate 
more 10 the particular meanderings of a profes-
sor," a third year student contended, "than 10 
subjects students really care about. Nobody 
ever asks us what we'd like to see." 
In a reflection of this dissatisfaction, one 
of the most popular courses this term has been 
Advanced Legal Research, a two-credit legal 
writing course taught by Margaret Leary, an 
attorney and the Director of the Law Library. 
Ms. Leary, who has taught this course every 
Winter term for the past six years, has seen 
enrollment in her class jump from twenty stu-
dents in its first year to its current enrollment of 
ANECDOTES, 
continued from page 1 
was "sending it back, in ease she needed 10 use 
it elsewhere." 
Interviews have also created some memo-
rable moments for some I Ls. 
Adam Norwiu was in the midst of an 
interview at a Los Angeles f1tm when he felt a 
little tremor, which turned out to be an after-
shock registering 5.1 on the Richter scale. The 
interviewer "didn't even break stride" and 
continued asking questions, Norwitt said. 
Seth Friedman's resume, which includes a 
stint at Sea World, was apparently politically 
incorrect for one interviewer at a San Diego 
flfffi. The interviewer began the conversation, 
"You worked at Sea World? Did you know 
there is a special place in hell for people who 
worked at Sea World?" The interviewer went 
on 10 accuse Friedman of repressing the pen-
guins. He has yet to hear from the fLrm. 
Another first year was asked if she 
"planned" to make Law Review. 
13 7. It was a course she conceived herself, and 
asked the law school for permission to teach it 
"I felt there was a need," she said. 
The goals of the course, explained Ms. 
Leary, are to "review the resources presented 
in Case Club, have students learn more about 
sophisticated resources" and to help students 
"overlay all that information with a strategy for 
doing research." 
Brian Bilcer, 2L, wanted to take the class 
because he found in his job as a judicial clerk 
last summer that "there was a lot I didn ' tleam 
in Case Club. I've already learned a substantial 
amount in [this] class about research tech-
niques that I feel I need to know." 
"Students recognize the value of what they 
are learning [in this course]," explained Profes-
sor Leary. The course is "a chance for students 
to do research in a subject that interests them . . 
.. [The course teaches skills] that will help 
them in whatever job they geL" 
Associate Dean Edward Cooper agreed. 
He praised the class for the way it helps stu-
dents hone their writing and research skills. 
However, when confronted with student 
concerns about the overall curriculum, he con-
tended that"there is no such thing as a too theo-
retieaJ course ... . Clinics, for instance, are both 
practical and theoretical." 
"Would it be a good thing to have more 
clinics? Sure .... It would be very good to have 
more courses than we do in a whole list of areas 
that correspond to what lawyers arc actually 
doing . ... rr that makes these courses ' practi-
cal ', then we should have more of that." 
Dean Cooper also dismissed the conten-
tion that the law school's emphasis on theoreti-
cal-type courses hurts students. "People should 
realize that you do not have to have all Jaw 
schools the same," he added. Students should 
decide what kind of school they want to attend 
before they enroll, he said. In his view, 
Michigan's purpose should be "to graduate 
students whose minds have been opened a little 
bit further (10] creativity ... so that as lawyers 
twenty years from now, their minds may in a 
self-<;onsciousandunknownwaybeenhanced." 
"It is not the law school that has changed," 
Professor Leary replied. " It is students' percep-
tions of what they need today to get a job." She 
attributed increased concerns over the curricu-
lum as more a function of "student anxiety" 
than any deficiency on the part of the law 
school. And she rebutted complaints that the 
faculty's interests are sometimes antithetical to 
the needs of students. "Our faculty embraces 
both ways [theoretical as well as practical] in 
looking at the law." She specifically pointed to 
inter-disciplinary faculty members as an ex-
ample. "These people are explaining other dis-
ciplines and bringing these concepts and facts 
[forapplication]to the law. That is very impor-
tanL It makes the law school more interesting." 
She added that "studen~ are smart enough to 
pick these [other] things up." 
Contended Dean Cooper, "[The Law 
School] looksforthemostexciting,goodquality 
teachers we can lind to fulfill the levelsoft11eir 
own interests rather than say, 'Gee, we haven't 
hired someone who can do bankruptcy law'. 
That is the key to strong faculty .... Our faculty 
is the envy of other law schools." 
''I'd much rather have professors teaching 
classes they are interested in and know some-
thing about than professors who are forced to 
teach courses in which they are clearly uninter-
ested," added Reem J ishi, _2L. 'Tve experi-
enced both." 
That is perfectly appropriate, maintained 
Vincent Basuho, 2L, but he added, "There are 
certain fundamental courses that should al-
ways be available to law students, such as 
banking regulation and real estate. While we 
should certainly strive for excellent faculty, 
the dearth of these courses rcaJiy hurts stu-
dents." 
The high demand for Advanced Legal 
Research <'.ach term and the perennial baUie to 
attain a coveted spot in a clinic provide strong 
support for such an analysis. When asked why 
Michigan has not offered rnorcofthosetypesof 
courses, especially since there is such high 
demand for them, the Dean responded that 
financial and other restraints-such as limited 
faculty size-prevent such an expansion in the 
curriculum, at least for now. "If you have to 
take money away from something that you are 
doing, the question becomes how much are you 
willing to give UJ>--{)therofferings,otherteach-
ers? We must be careful not to take away 
strengths in other areas." 
In the end, each student must decide for 
him- or herself whether or not the law school's 
priorities are in the right place. Students do 
indeed have an outlet in which to convey these 
concerns. The Curriculum Committee advises 
the administration on matters related to course 
offerings. According to Committee member 
Dan Her1.og,, students with particular sugges-
tions or grievances about the current curricu-
lum should contact members directly or spe.ak 
with student representatives to the Commiuee. 
The current faculty appointments to the Com-
mittee are Professor J.B. White, Chair, and 
Professors Livingston, Herzog, and Pi Ides. Todd 
Robichaud, 2L, is tl1e Chair of the LSSS Cur-
riculum Committee. 
The Law School Stttde11t Senate cordially invites you to attend 
the following social events for the month of February: 
LSSS-Phi Delta Phi House Party on Friday February 11, at 
the Phid House. Regular party time. All law students welcome. 
Night Skiing at Mount Brighton on Saturday February 12, 
from 9 p.m. to 4 a.m. Come ski the slopes after dark. Please 
sign up early. (Lift Ticket - $16, Ski Rental - $11) 
LSSS Basketball Tournament otz \Ved1lesday Febmary 15, 
at the Coliseum from 5 p.m. to Midnight. March Madness - two 
weeks early. Please sign up this week. 
LSSS Clothing Sale (Sweatshirts and morelj, on \Vednesday 
Febmary 15 and Thursday February 16 outside room 100 from 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Coming in March, stay tuned for the LSSS Casino Night, the 
Law School Darts Toumament, the Senate St. Patrick's Day 
. . A Social (in conjunction with the SFF Auction), and more ... 
OFFICE HOURS FOR DEAN GORDAN, DEAN EKLUND, AND DIANE NAFRA· 
NOWICZ: Contact their secretaries (Anne Cunningham for Virginia Gordan, 303 HH, 764-
5269; and Sherry Kozlouski for Sue Eklund and Diane Nafranowicz, 30 I HH, 764-05 16) for 
a referral or an appointment. 
NEXT ACADEMIC STANDARDS COMMITTEE MEETING: The next Academic Stan-
dards Commiuee meeting for the 1994 winter term will be on Fridav. March 4. at 9:30a.m. 
in Dean Gordan's Office. RequestS for waivers to the Academ ic Regulations are decided by 
the Academic Standards Com mince. Any student making such a request should submit a 
wriuen petition to Dean Gordan's office (303 Hutchins Hall) at least four days orior to the 
date of the Committee meeting. The petition must identify in writing the academic 
regulation(s) for which the student is requesting a waiver, the specific nature of the request, 
and the reasons for the request. 
DATECHANGE-EXTERNSHIP INFORMATIONMEETING:Theinformationalmecting 
with Dean Gordan and several students who have pursued extemships will be held on 
Monday. February 7. from 5:30p.m. to 6:30p.m. in Rm. 236 HH. All interested studentS are 
invited. 
GRADUATE OFFICE BROWN BAG LUNC H SERIES: All Graduate Program discussions 
occur from 12:30 to I :30 p.m. on Wednesdays in Room 116 HH. Please note these upcoming 
speakers: 
Febnmry 9 -"Human RightS in School Scuings: The Dark Side of the Japanese Edu-
cational System." Presenter: Takashi Maruta, Professor, Konan University Law School, 
Japan. Visiting Professor, U-M. 
February 16- "The Path of Mexico Towards Development A Clash Between Legal, 
E~onomic Changes and Democratic Reform." Presenters: Juan Pablo Garcia, Deputy Legal 
Dlfector of External Credit, Ministry of Finance & Public Credit, Mexico. LL.M. student, 
U~iversity o~ Michigan. Antonio Garza, Legal Advisor's Office, Department of Foreign 
Affrurs, Mcx1co. LL.M. student, University of Michigan. 
ORIENTATION LEADERS NEEDED! The Law School seeks between 50-70 Orientation 
~ea~crs for summer, fall, and transfer orientation this year. If you arc interested in serving 
~n th1s way. please complete the application which was placed in your pendaOex and return 
1t to Sherry Kozlouski, 301 HH, or via the RED PENDAFLEX in the basement. All mail in 
this pendaflex is picked up and distributed at least once daily. 
SFF A~~~ICA_NTS: SFF applica~~ _arc required to volunteer two hours to SFF fund raising 
acuv1ues. S1gn up forthcseacuv1Ucson the SFF bulletin board in the basement of Legal Re-
search. You can currently sign up for Poster Making (February 10) and Poster Hanging 
(February 13). Other activities to follow. Applications for SFF grants are available in 217 
HH. If you have any questions, feel free to contact any of the friendly and ready-to-help SFF 
board members. For further information, please call Dave Wood at994-9032. 
WINTER BASH: The Law School Student Senate and Phi Delta Phi invite all law studentS to 
a Wimer Bash on Friday. February II, at the Phi Delta Phi house, 502 East Madison Street. 
Beer and music will be provided. 
MJDN_IG~T S~~ING AT MT. BRIGHTON: The Law School Student Senate present 
Midn1ght Skun~ on Saturday, February 12, from 9:00 p.m. to 4:00a.m. at ML Brighton, 
located aconvenlent25-minutedriveaway. Lift tickets are only S 16; equipment rental is only 
S 11. To sign up, place your name, phone number, and a check made out to LSSS for SI6 or 
S27 in Dan Curth's pcndaflcx by Wednesday, February 9, at noon. Please indicate whether 
~ou can drive, and, if so, how· much space you have available. We will call you if your car 
IS needed. If you need a ride, please indicate this. We will try to arrange rides for everyone, 
but make no guarantees. If we cannot arrange a ride for you, your check will be returned. 
Directions will be pcndaflexed lO all drivers. Dan Curth will hand out lift ticketS and 
equipment vouchers at Mt. Brighton's ticket window between 8:45p.m. and 9: 15p.m. only. 
If you have questions, call Dan at995-2887. 
LSSS BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT: Wednesday, February 15, at the Coliseum from 5 
p.m. to Midnight. Please sign up this week. 
body for several awards given annually at the Spring Honors Convocation. The Jane L. 
Mixer Memorial Awards arc made to law studentS who have made the greatest contribu-
tion toactivities dcsigned to advancethecauseofsocialjustice. The Irving Stenn J r. Award 
is intended for a student who has made outStanding contributions through extracurricular 
activities to the well-being and strength of the Law School or University. The National and 
Michigan Associations of Women Lawyers Awards are each given to a law student who 
has demonstrated achievement and motivation as a student in academic and community work 
and potential for fu ture contribution to social justice and the advance of women in the legal 
community and in society. To make a nomination, please submit a written statement describ-
ing the activities and contributions of your nominee(s). You are encouraged to make as many 
nominations as you wish. The nominee need not be a member of a Law School organization 
but must be a University of Michigan law student. Please include all the information you 
would like the Awards Committee to consider in choosing the recipientS of the awards. Please 
submit your nomination(s) to Kristin Clark's office, 217 HH, by February 23, 1 99~. 
LAW SCHOOL WINTER BALL PHOTOS!!! If you're interested in purchasing photographs 
from last month 's Winter Ball, come to the Law School Student Senate Office. The Proof 
Sheet is hanging outSide the office door. Pick the proofs you want by writing your name and 
quantity desired underneath the individual proof(s). The pictures w1ll be color, 4x6", and 
mounted in a cardboard frame. Please make checks for S3.00 per picture payable to the Law 
School Student Senate, and slide the check (in an envelope, please) underneath the office 
door. Orders are due by Friday, February I I. Please call the Senate Office (763-2194) with 
questions. 
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SOCIETY CA LENDAR OF EVENTS: AllU-M law students 
and their guests ae welcome to all eventS. For more information, contact Anita Agajanian 
(995-4263) or Kris Vezner (662-3809). The ELS Office is in 500 LR (phone 763-2176). 
Office hours for the winter term arc Wednesdays from 3:45-5:30 p.m. 
Tuesdav, Februarv 8, General Meeting, Room 120,7:00 p.m. 
Saturdav, Februarv 12, Endangered Species Act Symposium, Room 100, 8a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Saturdav, Fcbruarv 12, Po t Symposium Keg Party, Place TBA, 9:00 p.m. 
ATTENTION SECOND AND THIRD YEAR STUDENTS: There will be several employers 
conducting interviews for second and third year studentS during February. If interested, 
please stop by the Office of Career Services, Room 210 HH, for more information. 
WESTLAW TRANING: WESTLAW training for Case Clubs wi l be conducted February 7-1 1 
and February 14-18 in the Law School Computer Lab in 160 Legal Research, according to 
the following schedule: 
9:00-10:00 a.m. MIThF 
10:00-11:00 a.m. MlWThF 
11 :00-12:00 noon F 
l:30-2:30 p.m. MTWTh 
3:30-4:30 p.m. MTWTh 
4:30-5:30 p.m. MlWTh 
STUDENTSPLEASENOTE:THECOMPUTERLABWILLBECLOSEDDURINGTHE 
ABOVE TIMES. L~ ADDITION. THE LAB WILL BE CLOSED FROM II :00-1 2:00 '00~ 
ON FEBRUARY 7 AND 18, 1:30-2:30 P.M. ON FEBRUARY 18, AND 2:30..3:30 P.M. 0 
FEBRUARY 8, 9, AND 16. ALL ACCESS TO PROGRAMS ON THE COMPUTERS WI LL BE 
SHUT OFF DURING THESE TIMES. STUDENTS SHOULD USE THE COMPUTERS IN 
THE ITD ANGELL HALL PUBLIC SITE DURING THE LISTED HOURS. 
CO~~ETI~I~NS: Information on these and other contestS can be obtained from the Compe-
uuons Ftle m Anne Cunningham's Office, 3Q3 HH. 
. The ABA I 994 _Bruno Bilker Essay Contes!. Topic is ''The United National High Commis-
SIOner for Human R1ghts: Challenges and Opponunities." Prizes S500 and SI,OOO. Deadline is 
Friday, June 3, 1994. 
. Federal ~ar Associ~tio~·s John T. Stewan. Jr. Memorial Fund Writing Comoetition. Topic 
IS tran~portal.lon law. Prize IS SI,500 cash award. Deadline i June I, 1994 . 
. H1gh Tech~ol~gy _Law Journal's 1994 Comment Competition. Topics include anything 
smtabl_e for publtcauon m their journal, such as biotechnology, high-tech criminology, space law. 
etc. Pnzes are S500, $700, and $1,000. Deadline i March I, 1994. 
LSSS CLOTHING SALE: SweatShirtS and more will be sold on Wednesday, February 15, and 
Thursday, February 16, outSide Room 100 HH from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
~e ~un~von7 Group of Korea "Global Leaders of Tomorrow" Essav ContesL Topic is 
globalJzauon Jn ~~e~e. govemmcnl/law. and business. Prize i S5,000 plus a one-week trip to 
Korea. No deadline g1vcn. Call 212/906-8 138 for more information. 
LAW SCHOOL A WARDS NOMINATIONS: Nominations are requested from the student 
See DOCKET, page 6 
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Princesses Without a Country 
A Regal Trip South 0' the Border for Spring 
By Elizabeth Feeney and Natalie Cada\•id 
Hola. Las Princesas estamos practicando 
nuesii3 espaool para que podamos desf rutar las 
vacaciones de primavera. Loosely II3nslatcd: 
The Princesses are going lO Acapulco in two 
weeks and are busy listening lO our new cas-
seue collection: "Espanol para Solteras," 
Spanish for Singles. For all of you Spring 
Breakers out there in Hutchins Hall we arc 
offering a crash course in "Beach and Bar" 
Spanish in this column. We suggest that all of 
you going south of the border put away that Tax 
book and start practicando su cspat'lol. 
Lesson #I: "Saludcs" (Greetings) 
Scenario: The princesses arc lying on the 
beach sipping tequila sunrises with mini um-
brellas. We arc busy conversing with Juan 
AnlOnio and Luis Felipe. 
Princesses: jHola! [.Que hay? (Hello! 
How's it going?) 
J.G.andL.F.: jQuelindas! i,Dcdondeson 
ustcdcs? (How beautiful you arc! Where are 
you from?) 
Princesses: Somos de los Estados Unidos. 
(We are from the United States.) 
J.G. and L.F.: Deseamos darles todas 
nucstras posesiones. Ustedes inspiran arnoren 
nosotros. iLes adoramos! (We would like to 
give you all of our worldly possessions. You 
inspire Jove in us, we adore you!) 
Lesson #2: Networking 
Scenario: The princesses are enjoying 
dinnerat"El Intercontinental," a local five-star 
restauranL We are approached by Carlos Sali-
nas de Gortari, who, for all you ignoramuses, is 
the President of Mexico. 
de Gortari: Buenas noches senoritas. Me 
han informado que ustedes son unas de las 
mentes legales mas inteligentes en toda 
Norteamerica. (Good evening young ladies. I 
have been told that you are two of the most 
brilliant legal minds in North America.) 
Princesses: Encantadas de conocerle, Sr. 
Presidente. (It is a pleasure to meet you, Mr. 
President.) 
deGortari: Seque ustedes ya tienen muchas 
ofertas de empleo para este verano, pero quisi-
era ofrecerles una posicion manejando los 
puntos legales de Ia NAFfA. i,EStan intcr-
esadas? (I know thatbothofyou have many job 
Arbitrary and Capricious? 
By Greg Teufel 
Special to the RG 
On December2, what Professor Friedman 
called "The Great Debate" took place during 
his Civil Procedure class. The format was an 
appellate argument lO the class, with Professor 
Friedman as Chief Judge. The hypothetical 
assumption was that the class had the authority 
to review and overturn the Moot Court Board's 
decision lO disqualify the 13 teams who sub-
mitted late briefs in the Quarterfinal Round of 
the Campbell Competition (RG, Nov. 8) only if 
it determined that the Board acted in an arbi-
trary and capricious manner. I represented the 
disqualified competilOrs, while Jeff Weber, a 
member of the Board, presented the opposi-
tion. 
I argued that the Board acted in an arbi-
trary and capricious manner when it: ( 1) changed 
the rule from last year's "one point per six 
minutes" penalty to this year's "no late briefs" 
rule; (2) strictly enforced that new rule against 
13 teams; and (3) ref used to reverse its decision 
after appeals from Professor Fox (the Board's 
faculty advisor) and Dean Cooper. By contrast, 
real world attorneys who file late briefs are not 
dealt with so harshly. In denying 13 teams the 
chance to compete, the Board imposed an inlOI-
erable hardship. For example, my partner and 
I spent roughly I 00 hours working on our brief 
and in talking with other disqualified teams I 
have discovered that some spent even more 
time than we did. As a rough estimate, the 
Board's decision resulted in a forfeiture of 
around 1500 hours of work; and in monetary 
tenns, at leastS15,000.00 worth of labor. The 
fact that the Board provided notice of the Dra-
conian penalty does not justify it's decision to 
enforce it 
In its defense, the Board balanced this 
hardship against vague notions of fairness to 
the other competitors. However, blind adher-
ence to the new rule was not their only option; 
it would have been more fair to deduct points 
from participants with late briefs, as was done 
last year. Moreover, it was unfair that people 
who did not own their own computers had to 
rely on the Law School computer lab, which 
happened to have had major technical prob-
lems on the day briefs were due. 
Mr. Weber argued that enforcement of the 
rule was justified because the teams had notice 
and a month to complete the brief. Enforcing a 
bright-line rule added to the prestige and elite 
quality of the competition. In addition, the 
Board was concerned about allegations of 
impropriety if it allowed late teams to compete. 
(Personal friends of Board members were 
among those submitting late briefs.) 
After the debate, Professor Friedman asked 
the class to vote to (1) uphold the Board's 
d~~ion; (2) reverse the Board's decision and 
allow all13 teams to compete without penalty; 
(3) amend the Board's decision to allow all 
tea!f!S who submitted briefs within 5 minutes of 
the deadline to compete with no penalty; or (4) 
remand for further consideration and investi-
gation of the computer lab problems. The 
tribunal did not offer the "one point per six 
minutes" option from last year. In the end, 
option #1 received the most votes but because 
many people voted for more than one option, 
#4 also received majority approval and the 
other options were advocated by sizable mi-
norities. Professor Friedman later based a final 
exam question on the issues raised by the 
debate. 
offers for this summer, but I would like to offer 
you a position arranging all of the legal techni-
calities ofthcNAFTA treaty. Would either or 
both of you be interested?) 
Princesses: Por su puesto. Serla un honor. 
(Of course. it would be an honor.) 
If you archavingtroublememorizing these 
conversations, or for some reason cannot envi-
sion yourself in these scenarios, we have 
compiled a list of catch phrases to carry along 
with you at all times: 
1. "Soy abogada" (I am a lawyer) 
2. "Siempre cstoy bronceadacomo me ves 
ahora. Michigan es un cstado caliente." (I am 
always this tan, Michigan is a warm state.) 
3. "No, YOsoyCindyCrawford,ELLAes 
Vendcla" (No, I'M Cindy Crawford, SHE'S 
Vendela.) 
See? It'sthatcasy. jBuenaSucrte! (Good 
Luck!) 
For those of you whose prefer lO express 
yourself 1n the 10temauonallanguage of love, 
we note that Valenune 's Day is just around the 
comer. Ordmanly the Pnnccsscs would take 
this opponunuy to make a gratuitous swipe at 
repressed law students "ho arc unable to ex-
press themselves, hut alter our Dare Party we 
feel that perhaps some law students have learned 
to express themselves all too well (yes, Dan 
Zuma, we mean you). In any event, those of 
you who find yourselves without that special 
bitsy wookurns/snugglebunny to cuddle-
wuddle w1th on Yalcnunc's Day should join 
the Pnnccsscs 10 dnnking dollar pitchers at 
R1ck's-we'll be the ones 10 black. Hasta Ia 
vista! 
The !Uiehigan Law Review's editorial board I 
elected the follo,ving second-year students I 
Satut•day to constitute the 1994-9;; editorial 
board: 
Editor in Chief 
Executive Article Editor 
Executive Note Etlitor 
Executive Editors 
Ar ticle Editors 
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MAIL SERVICE TO DEAN EKLUND'S, DEAN GORDAN'S, AND REGISTRAR'S 
OFFICES: Mail for Dean Eklund and Sherry Kozlouski, Dean Gordan and Anne Cunning-
ham, or Kaye Castro, Jane Hall, and Cathy Metcalf in the Records, Registrar's Offices 
maybe placed in the RED PEND A FLEX folder at the back left comer of the first bank of 
uppcrclass pendaflexes in the basement. Do not usc the red pcndaflex to request an appoint-
ment or where a serious dealinc problem could occur. In addittion, DO NOT PLACE 
MATERIAL OF A CONFIDENTIAL NATURE IN THE RED PENDAFLEX. 
DOCKET ANNOUNCEMENTS: Any organization or Law School department wishing to 
place an announcement in the DOCKET should word the announcement as it is to appear 
and deliver it lO Anne Cunningham, 303 HH, by 4:30p.m. Thursday for publication in the 
following Monday's DOCKET. 
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Elvis Livesll In My Attic, Of Course 
By Joe Wallace 
RG Staff Writer 
They told me: "Elvis lives," but I didn't 
believe them. '·He lives in our attic, " they 
insisted. Yeah right.~ And Secretaries of De-
fense grow on trees. "No, really. Jim saw him 
last week." Then how come I've never seen 
him? I'd lived there for five months and not one 
Elvis sighting for me. And \\hat's Elvis doing 
in our auic, anyway? Kick him the hell out, I 
say. He doesn't pay rent. 
The sign on the auic door warns us not 
to lea\·e the door ajar. lest Elvis escape h1s atuc 
hideaway and venrure into our house. Once in 
a while, they LCll me. he appears and scares the 
hell out of som~one. :\o one knows for sure 
whether it's the real El\'ls or not. AfLCr all, it 
sure is difficult to tell the real Elvis from an im-
personator, especially since no one was around 
when the real Elvis first started hangmg out in 
the attic. No one really knows \\ ho d1d first 
sight Elvis in our attic, or when. His presence 
long preceded any of us. Over the years, his 
folkJore status has grown to epic proportions. 
For as students come and go,the legend ofEI vis 
continues tO grow. Yet, still I thought, docs 
Elvis really live in our attic? Did he ever? 
I've spent a considerable amount of 
time up in the attic. Many times I went up there 
with my flashlight and my pellet gun to try to 
flush out Elvis. If Elvis did indeed live in the 
attic, I wanted to ensure a pleasant farewell. 
After all, I have a lot of junk stored up there. I 
didn't want him appropriating any of my stuff. 
My efforts proved fruitless. Not once had I 
even sighted Elvis. Nor had I even seen one 
trace that he frequented, or had even visited, 
our cellar in the ~ky . .My conclus1on: they're 
pullmg my leg. Elvis is dead 
Elvis lives'? Many cla1med to have 
seen, and they believed. Others did not see. yet 
the) bdieved. 1'\ot me. I refused. They tried to 
convince me: ElVIs hves! The) called me Tom. 
Still, I stayed true to my conviction. Elvis is 
dead. Until I saw his bulging eyes with my own 
two eyes, unul I heard h1s screeching voice 
with m) own two cars; I would not believe. 
Then it happened. 
Elvis lives. We were cleaning out the 
attic and tOssing out garbage that had resided 
there for ten, twenty, fifty years or more. We 
pulled out a WWII era couch. Much to my 
amazement, lo' and behold, guess what we 
discovered laying beh ind. Elvis lives. He 
stared up at us, with a look I first mistook for 
fear. Then! realized he looked at me as if to say, 
"do you want to run your fingers down my 
rough skin?" A few seconds later I asked, 
"should I kill him?" 
No, they answered. He's not hurting 
anyone. Do you want to be the one to tell 
everyone that Elvis is dead? And that you're 
the cause? "Well-yeah." Leave him be, they 
insisted. Besides, he doesn't bother anyone 
here in the auic. The only other thing up here 
is junk. "Yeah, my junk." Let him go, they 
warned. So I did. At least now he'll have more 
room. Elvis lives. 
Later that day, it was reponed that 
Elvis had emerged from his auic haven and was 
hanging out by Rob's door. Imagine that. 
Right after we had spared him. What nerve. 
"Let's k1ck him out," I suggested. ~o. they 
responded. It's sub-zero degree weather out 
there. He'd freeze. "Well, that's what he gets 
for coming down out into our house,'' I philoso· 
phized. Ko, we can't do that. It would be 
inhumane. "So." Maybe I'll convince him to 
go back up into the attic, one pondered. "Well, 
you go right ahead,'' I expostulated. !left it at 
tha t. After all, it was three against one. And it 
wasn't my job. 
The next day, I reconsidered. Enough 
is enough, I thought. I'll show Elvis who' s 
King in this house. I marched up LO Rob's door, 
broom in hand, ready to swing. Alas, no Elvis 
did I find. He had rocked-n-rolled. He proba-
bly knew I was coming. 
I never did find out what happened to 
Elvis. Nor have I sought him out since. Per-
haps he still lives amongst our rafters. Or 
maybe he's gone,goncforever. Maybe I don't 
wam toknow. Because if I did, I might have to 
kill him and thus, desrroy his legend. And good 
legends are hard to come by. For now, h1s 
legend is safe. I just better not catch h1m in my 
stuff. Legend be damned, then you would be 
able to conclusively say: Elvis is dead. Until 
then, you might still entertain the thought. 
(Elvis lives!) In my auic. For Elvis, you see, is 
a bat. And now you know the rest of the story. 
(Paul Harvey would be proud.) 
Alternative Rock n' Roll Digs Up Its Conscience 
By JeffMacy 
Special to the RG 
Ah, Michigan Winter. Time to drink deep I y 
from the wellspring of depression that four 
unrelenting months of dark, gloomy, evil 60-
degree-below weather brings to our fair city. 
Time to lock yourself in your room, cut your-
self off from society at large, fire up those dusty 
old Cure albums to top volume and whine 
about how much work you have to do now that 
you've skipped class five days in a row. You 
just go ahead now, have a good cry. Mean-
while, I'll review some albums. 
NO AL TERNATlVE- Various Artistss 
BORN TO CHOOSE - Various Artists 
The end of 1993 saw the release of a spate 
of benefit albums by various alternative rock-
ers, who are out once again LO prove to the rest 
of the world that they have a greater social 
conscience than the rest of us. Albums benefit-
ting various causes and charities, ranging from 
environmental concerns to Romanian orphan 
medical care societies, have been released in 
the past few years. On the whole, these albums 
tend to be spouy, musically speaking, whether 
or not they do a convincing or effective job of 
representing their particular cause. 
With various artists contributing a variety 
of material, there's bound tO be some filler 
mixed in with the good songss, even on the best 
of albums. Still , these benefit collections can 
run the continuum from amazingly good (RED 
HOT + BLUE, an AlDS awareness collection 
of modem versions of Cole Porter songs by 
artists like k.d. lang, U2, the Neville Brothers 
and Iggy Pop) touuersuckage (TAME YOUR-
SELF, a godawful collection of dross meant to 
benefit People for the Ethical Treatment of 
Animals). 
To this growing listofbenefit albumsmust 
be added NO ALTERNATIVE, an AIDS 
awareness album by the same organization that 
released RED HOT + BLUE, and BORt TO 
CHOOSE, an abortion-rights compilation 
sponsored by, among others, the National 
Abortion Rights Action League. While neither 
album reaches the extremes of brilliance or 
stupidity of the two cited above, they fall nicely 
along the conti nuum. Preliminary disclaimer: 
I make no claims as to the effectiveness, valid-
ity or worthiness of the information contained 
within either of these two releases. !just review 
the songs, kids. 
Of the two collections, NO ALTERNA-
TIVE is definitely (and perhaps not surpris-
ingly, given its lineage) the strOnger effon. 
Musical styles represented run the gamut from 
the angst-rock of American Music Club to the 
country thrash of Uncle Tupelo LO Straitjacket 
Fits' impressive Elvis Costello imitation. Soul 
Asylum mangle Marvin Gaye's "Sexual Heal-
ing", but in a good way, while the Goo Goo 
Dolls do a romping, thundering cover of the 
Rolling Stones' "Bitch" which is easily beuer 
than any original song they've ever wriuen to 
date. A few artists play against type, and it 
works quite well: Matthew Sweet leads off the 
album in uncharacteristically grungy style with 
his noisy anthem "Superdeformed," while Urge 
Overkill come off more contemplative than 
ironic with the relatively subdued "Take a 
Walk." 
But the truly great stuff lies buried in the 
album's middle third. Smashing Pumpkins 
contriubtc a l)'pically bril liant, aching ballad 
about an acquaintance dying of AIDS, 
"Glynnis." Then, Bob Mould returns to the 
acoustic territory he hadn't explored since his 
solo WORKBOOK album wit.h the disarm-
ingly preuy "Can't Fight It." Finally, Sarah 
McLachlan sings like a siren of the seas on t.he 
beautiful and subtle "Hold On," my pick for 
best cut of the album. 
Of course, there is a fair share of crap tO be 
had as well; the Beastie Boys and Pavement 
both conrribute smarmy and irritating throw-
away tracks, and Patti Smith fall s flat with an 
awkward, affected reading of a song she wrote 
for the late Robert Mapplethorpe. But on the 
whole, the collection holds up rather well. Two 
notes of interest for collectors: first, although 
the album cover lists only 18 tracks, 1in·ana 
actually contribute an uncredited (and rock in') 
19th track, "Verse, Chorus, Verse." Also, the 
casseue version of the album contains two 
bonus tracks, by Sonic Youth and Jonathan 
Richman. Aargh. Naturally, I only buy CDs. 
BORN "f:O CHOOSE, on the other hand, is 
a lot more uneven. Of the four artists wno 
contribulC songs to both atpums, Pavement and 
Soundgarden qre stronger on BORN TO 
CHOOSE (the former with "Green lander", the 
latterwitha live version of their super-rare gem 
"HIV Baby"). Mauhew Sweet, however, gives 
an uninspired, by-the-book cover of the Beatles' 
"She Said, She Said," and Bob Mould 's group 
Sugar spits oyt a fairly boring hard core number 
called "Running Out ofTill)e." Mould dJd this 
son of stuff a lot beuer with his old band Husker 
Du; Sugar i_s better suited LO playing Moul,d's 
longer, more complex songs. 
The other stuff on BORN TO CHOOSE is 
okay; some songs are better than others. For 
every sweet piece of pop bril,liance like "Pho-
tograph", the R.E.M./Nalal ie Merchant col-
laboration, there is unfonunately a clunker like 
John Trudell's"Rant n' Roll", in which Trudell 
tries really hard tO be Lou Reed, and fails. A lOt 
of the songs on BORN TO CHOOSE are re-
corded live, and suffer from poor recording 
techniques; theSoundgardcn and Helmet songs 
are particularly irritating in this regard. Still, 
the album as a whole is worth it, if only for the 
Cowboy Junkies' "Lost My Driving Wheel" 
(the best song they've done since their land-
mark TRJ, ITY SESSIO:\ album), and the 
aformentioncd "Photograph" and" ' llV Baby" 
RA TI 'G (out of five stars): 
'0 ALTER; A TIVE - ..... 
BORN TO CHOOSE - •• 1(1. 
The 1994 releases arc starting topourin, so 
by the time you read this I should have reviews 
compleLCd for Tori Amos' UNDER THE Pll\K 
and Alice in Chains' JAR OF FLIES. Until 
next time, remember: it 's only music, dam miL 
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lewdicrous and Profane 
Misty Water Colored Law School Memories 
By Janene Collins and Rob Piester 
RG Stall Writers 
J. : One of my earliest memories from first year is a lunch 
conversation in the Law Quad dining room. Two guys from my 
section, both having gone to U ofM undergrad, were debating the 
topic "If you could do any animal , which one would you do?" 
They decided that a cheetah was the best animal to do. Not only 
did I have a terr~rist truck driver (another U ofM grad) in my case 
club, but clearly, bestiality was an accepted lunch topic among 
Ann Arbor veterans. Alii could think was, welcome to Michi-
gan. 
J. hunted down your early firs t year memories; Elvis left the 
building. Here's what you said. 
"Dean Bollinger asking for money in his Orientation speech." 
- an anonymous 3L 
"The day Brian Kcll y, Brian Statz, and I bet on who could 
be the fi rst to use 'Schwing!' in classroom response. But 
Professor Friedman pre-empted us when he started talking about 
the Powell swing vote." - Rick Toea 
"Doing shots wi th Heidi Feldman."- Tamilla Ghodsi 
"Watching Mall hi t on Karen in every class." - Mike Puca 
"Trying to get my five bags of luggage into the Lawyer's 
Club." - Jen Anderson 
"Smarmy 2Ls and 3Ls offering their class outlines just to 
meet lLs." - an anonymous 3L 
"Watching Josh carry Rachel's box."- Man Block 
''Talking about the Hairy Hand."- Andy Cohen 
"HearingShiraOrion make a Slippery Slop [sic] argument" 
- Helene Glatzer 
Law in the Raw 
They Should Have Sentenced Him to Six Months of Watch-
ing "Sweatin' to the Oldies" 
Convincing Santiago Garcia to plead gllilty proved an 
elementary step compared to the heavier challenge of helping 
him face U.S. District Judge Lynn Hughes for sentencing. 
Because Mr. Garcia weighs an estimated 900 pounds, he re-
qillred the services of a freight dolly and the U.S. marshal 's 
office to arrive in court Nov. 8. He had pleaded guilty 10 a 
charge of conspiracy 10 defraud the U.S. government by selling 
fake Immigration and Naturalization Service documents and 
Social Security cards, according to his attorney from the 
federal public defender's office. Undercover agents had pur-
chased the fraudulent papers from Mr. Garcia in 1990. He 
arrived for sentencing in a state of exhaustion at the federal 
courthouse in Houston and requested help getting to the II th 
floor courtroom. That's when the freight dolly saved the day. 
Ultimately, it appears that Mr. Garcia's girth may have 
tipped the scales of justice in his favor. Records show that he 
could not be incarcerated pending the outcome of his case 
because jrulers complained that his obesity imposed an "unan-
ticipated and undue hardship" on them. The judge solved the 
problem by placing the defendant on one year' s probation with 
restriction to his mother's home. 
These Sound Like the Symptoms l Ls Have During Finals 
According to several news reports, the latest synthetic 
drug craze in some U.S . cities is methcathinone, or "Cat," 
which is manufactured with various industrial chemicals, in-
cluding battery acid and Drano, thus requiring police to treat 
all manufacturing and saJes sites they raid as toxic waste 
dumps. Symptoms of use include: sweating, quivering, shak-
ing, experiencing long periods of stupor and paranoid hall uci-
nations, and smelling bad. Said Wausau, WI sherifrs deputy 
Tom Kujawa, ''The people who use it stink." 
Who Says You Can' t Buy Friendship? 
"I don't have many memories; just a blank; everything 
kinda blurs." -Eddy Meng 
"Having people steal food from the Lawyers Club for me." 
- Amy Siebert (nee Stryker) 
"Meeting Marcos."- Greg Rjus 
"Going into Crim and having Jerry ask Statz how many 
judges sat on the California Court of Appeals." - Joe Grekjn 
"Mike Barron educating P. White about trains and tvlinne-
sota." - Ina Kurcz 
"That #@?! hot day. It's all immortalized in those sweaty 
face book pictures."- Noah Finkel 
''The only way I could remember Marilla's name was by 
reading it off of her boxes in our room." - Cindy Bulan 
"Stanrung with Amy and pretending we weren' t in our 
orientation group."- Cinnamon Stephens 
"Finding out that secession was still a burning legal issue." 
-Laura Pocllet 
''The seven great mysteries of the world: I) Who's suing 
whom ... - an anonymous 3L 
"Cheeccse . .. Bagel!" - Melissa Breger 
''Toea coming into the room, lookjng around, and then 
opening the closet door because he thought we had a double 
suite."-Brian Statz 
"I thought Orientation was great, then when classes started, 
I wondered what happened."-Liz Rosenfeld 
"Learning how summer starters thought they were 2Ls 
already just because they had had two classes!" - 270 anony-
mous 3Ls 
"Laughing when someone told me they were working for 
and taldng two S40, life-sized inflatable dolls and a $15 
vibrator. Smoak allegedly broke through the front door of the 
building next door before realizing it wasn't Night Dreams. 
Once inside the adult novelty store, he walked past a computer 
and more expensive merchandise in order to get to the dolls. 
Smoak was arrested in his apartment just after he had inflated 
"John" and "Kitty." 
The Ultimate Parade or Horribles 
Ian Quinn, a 20-year-old University of Massachusetts 
student, reported his 1986 blue Chevrolet Nova stolen in early 
January when it wasn' t where he parked it. An officer noticed 
a 1986 blue Nova parked on the same street about 50 yards 
away. A registration check identified the owner, Tanya Han-
non of Amherst. 
Sure enough, Hannon had mistaken Quinn's car for her 
own. She entered the unlocked door, started the ignition witlt 
her own key, and headed homeward. Chevrolet spokeswoman 
Melissa Garman said keys sometimes work in more than one 
car, even in new vehicles, because the number of different keys 
is limited. 
Hannon returned tlte car to Quinn downtown a short while 
later, accompanied by her boyfriend so she'd have a ride back 
home. Unfortunately, Quinn's Nova nightmare wasn' t over. 
As he drove away, a car making a U-tum hit him. Who was in 
the other car? Hannon and her boyfriend. The boyfriend was 
cited for making an improper tum. Quinn's car was totalled. 
He Wanted to See ir Kelly and Dylan Would Get Back 
Together 
After Gary Starr, 47, was convicted of murdering his 20-
year-old daughter, he asked a judge to confirm his death 
sentence as soon as possible so he could be transferred from an 
area of a Piusburgh prison where television sets arc prohibited 
to death row, where he could watch TV in his ce!J. 
David Allison Smoak, 22, was arrested in Raleigh, NC Is He Suing for Loss of Consortium ? 
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an organization called Skaddcn, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flam. 
I thought they were kjdding."- Tom Reiter 
"The Chris Nolan groupies." - an anonymous 3L 
"Helping Alan with his hair care products." - Brian Kelly 
The first person I met in Law School introduced himself as 
a 'phi losophy jock'. It was then that I knew I was in trouble." 
- George Ferrcti 
"Jerry Israel."- Lisa Holman 
"Sitting in Property and wondering if Professor Payton was 
the guy from John 3: 16." - an anonymous 3L 
"Standing in line at the Law Quad to get my key. That's 
when I met Big Tom. I was talking with Heather Gerken, a 
friend from college; little did we know that our paths would 
diverge so dr.unatically."- Garrett Duarte 
" I went to a party before Law School even started. I hated 
everyone and I was scared that these were the people I would 
have to deal with for the next three years."-Rachel Charles 
"The weird tie-dye shirt/dress/sort of thing that Laura 
Miller wore in Orientation."- Liam Lavery 
"Tortfcasing." - Tom Keenan 
"That chick in the Georgetown '91 sweatshirt who snubbed 
me at Metro airport"- Elvis 
"At4:00am Brian Statz was walking around the Law Quad 
with David's [Dah-veed's) flashlight. When asked what he was 
doing, he said, 'Looking for my wallet'." - Josh Dorosin 
This week's Writer's Choice award goes to DianeSmason: 
"I remember sitting next to Elvis in Torts. Of course, that was 
before he became the popular figure that he is today. No one 
called him Elvis then, he was just that little guy Robby." 
By Kong & Poellet 
against a Tarzana, California flower shop that had misplaced 
a love note that he had composed for his wife and that was to 
accompany a bouquet on the occasion of the birth of their 
daughter. Rothman declined to seule the lawsuit because, he 
said, the note he composed was unique. Said Rothman, "I'm 
a hard-nosed aggressive plaintiffs attorney. [Writing the 
note was] one of the only times in my life that I was really 
inspired." 
Perhaps He Should Have Said It With Flowers 
When Kevin Dominiquewasacquited lastJuneon charges 
of jX)ssession of two stolen sa:<Ophones, he let out a delighted 
yell of "Thank god!" Then he jumped an esumated two feet 
into the air and grasped his lawyer in a tight bear hug. 
Presiding Judge Leon Cannizzaro sentenced the free man at 
once to six months in jail, citing the joyful outburst as 
contempt of coun. A New Orleans court of appeals ruled that 
Dominique should be released after serving only nine days of 
his sentence. (This was actually wttnessed by one of your 
intrepid LITR reporters.) 
Geoffrey Feiger \"S. Dick Thompson? 
The following exchange took place between two auor-
neys at a deposition: 
Auomey 1: You don' t run this deposition, you under-
stand? 
Attorney 2: Neither do you, Joe. 
Auomey 1: You watch and see. You watch and sec who 
docs, big boy. And don' t be tell ing other lawyers to shut up. 
That isn' t your God damn job, fat boy. 
Attorney 2: Well, that's not your job, Mr. Hairpiece. 
Witness: As I said before, you have an incipient... 
Auomey I: What do you want to know about it asshole? 
Auorney 2: You're not going to bully this guy. 
Auomey I : Oh, you big tub of shit, sit down, you fat tub 
of shit. 
- compiled from K.C. Pitch Weekly,Student Lawyer, 
